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Memories of the Prep - Demarest game are still lucid and clear in this old man's brain.  
My memories come from a fan's perspective and not, I am sorry to say, from a player's 
point of view.  
  
Having grown up in Hoboken, I was taught to dislike or even more appropriately to hate 
St. Peter's Prep, especially Prep's football team.  Most of my friends from grammar 
school went to Demarest (soon to become Hoboken High School).  I even went there for 
six months since my eighth grade class graduated in January.  It was my goal to stay in 
Demarest but my mother had other plans.  Thank God for mothers. (Continued, p. 2)
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* Danny Murphy *  (continued)
If you lived in Hoboken there were 3 games that could make or break your season.... St 
Michael's, Memorial and the hated St. Peter's Prep.  I can't recall ever seeing Prep lose 
to Demarest and I had been going to those games from the time I was a fourth grader.   

Now however, it was 1961 and I was an outcast at the courts (basketball) where I hung 
out.  My friends would start verbally abusing me as that late October Prep - Demarest 
game approached.  By this time I was a proud Prepster and staunch defender of my 
guys...Mendolla, Crowe, O'Dea, O'Day, Zakhar and the rest of the "maroon marauders".   

As the game approached, I was severely out numbered and disliked by some for stealing 
a beautiful Demarest cheerleader who eventually became my wife.  

The night before the game the Demarest kids were celebrating their pre-game victory.... 
this was their year to finally defeat the despised Prep.  My cheerleader girlfriend invited 
me to a party that Saturday night.  Needless to say I was the only Prepster at the party 
and I quickly realized that I was to be the target of all the anti-Prep sentiment that 
evening.  Wine, beer, scotch, rye you name it and it was flowing, that is until the parents 
of the kid hosting the event came home a day earlier than expected.  By this time I was 
feeling ill.  I guess it was bad ice.  My girlfriend took me to the Town Lunch, a famous 
Hoboken eatery, and tried to make me feel better by making me drink hot coffee.  
Eventually she got me home around 1 AM.  I sneaked in and made it to bed.   

The next day was the day....I had been bragging to my Demarest buddies that they were 
going to get destroyed and my guy Bob Zakhar was going to have a great day and would 
probably kick 5 maybe 6 extra points.  

It was cold, wet and even my cheerleader girlfriend and her cohorts were in their winter 
uniforms.  The field looked like it was the recipient of a mud slide.  This however did not 
stop the Prep football machine.  Mendolla ran wild, O'Dea completed several important 
passes, Zakhar, Genevese, Agresta, Stokes and the rest of the linemen both offense and 
defense  looked more like the '58 team than the '61 team.  The final score, if I remember 
correctly, was Prep 30 - Demarest 0.  The only minor, and I do mean minor, set back was 
the fact that Prep scored 30 points.... 5 TDs and no PATs.  Yes, my guy Bobby Z missed 
5 PATs.  None of which were his fault.  The 3 or 4 inches of mud prevented him from 
even having a chance.  

In closing you might ask why bring up the missed PATs.... The reason is because my 
Demarest buddies were all hanging out that Sunday night by the courts and when I 
arrived to revel in the victory....they had nothing to say about the 30 - 0 loss... but they 
reminded me about 100 times that my buddy Zakhar missed 5 extra points.  One guy, 
Gus LaMacia, who played opposite Bobby on both offense and defense that day said, 
"The hell with the 5 missed PATs, Murphy's guy, Zakhar, was the best player he had 
faced in his 3 years playing for Demarest."  I went home that night one very proud 
Prepster.
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